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With HOD initially in its vibrational ground state, we present a new detailed interpretation of the
OD/OH branching ratios,3d in the photoinduced process D+OH←HOD→H+OD, in the first
absorption band. Using semiclassical arguments, we show that the branching ratio has little to do
with the initial distribution of configurations, but the initial momentum distribution plays a key role
in determination of the branching ratio. The formation of D+OH arises from initial situations where
OD is stretching, and it stretches faster than OH, whereas all other motions lead to H+OD. This
picture is confirmed by quantum wave-packet calculations. ©2005 American Institute of Physics.
fDOI: 10.1063/1.1924409g

I. INTRODUCTION

In a chemical reaction, the branching ratio between
chemically distinct products is clearly a very important fun-
damental quantity. Since laser light can be used to steer
chemical reactions,1–3 i.e., guide a system into a desired final
state, many theoretical studies have now been devoted to the
control of branching ratios in photoinduced reactions. In ad-
dition, over the last decade it has become experimentally
feasible to generate laser fields with complex pulse shapes.
With the possible exception of the high intensity limit, the
outcome of the interaction between matter and light can con-
veniently be described as an interplay between the field-free
molecular dynamics and the field. Thus, it is important to
understand the molecular dynamics in situations where
chemically distinct products can show up.

A simple example of a photoinduced reaction with
chemically distinct products is the two-body dissociation of
HOD in the first absorption band:4

HOD → HH + OD

D + OH
J . s1d

The control of the branching ratio between the two channels
in this reaction has attracted much interest both experimen-
tally and theoretically.5–12 Spurred by this interest we will in
this paper analyze the origin of the “natural” branching ratio
sto be defined belowd for this reaction. In the following,PH

sPDd denote the probability for the upperslowerd reaction in
Eq. s1d.

With HOD in its vibrational ground state, it has been
found in theoretical13 as well as experimental studies14 that
bond breaking of H–OD is preferred over the breaking of
HO–D. These studies consider excitation by ultraviolet cw
scontinuous waved lasers—or laser pulses with a long dura-

tion compared to the relevant nuclear dynamics, and at all
wavelengths within the first absorption bandswith a maxi-
mum atl,166 nmd it was found that the branching ratio,
PH/PD, is larger than 2 and less than about 4–5, except at the
wings of the absorption band where the dissociation prob-
ability is extremely low. The question we are considering is
how to understand/interpret this result. This question has
been addressed previously,5,13,15but, as we will demonstrate
in this paper, none of these works presented a completely
coherent explanation.

We consider in the following not the excitation by cw
laserssor long pulsesd but rather the branching ratio obtained
after excitation by a pulse that is infinitely short in timesa d
pulsed. In this stheoreticald limit the laser pulse simply pro-
motes to the excited electronic state a replica of the initial
nuclear state—times the transition dipole moment of the
electronic transition—which then evolves under field-free
conditions sa Franck–Condon wave packetd.16,17 This pro-
vides a simple picture of the photoinduced dynamics and it
can be shown that the branching ratio dictated by the
Franck–Condon wave packet is identical to the branching
ratio obtained by a cw laser, when the full absorption band is
scanned uniformly over all frequencies.9 In fact, the dynam-
ics created by any laser-pulse shape—in the weak-fieldsfirst-
order perturbation theoryd limit—can be described as a su-
perposition of Franck–Condon wave packets excited at
different times. It can be shown that the pulse shape has a
rather “trivial” effect on the branching ratio.17,18Thus, in the
final product distributions obtained with shaped laser pulses,
a number of energy states are simultaneously excited, but in
such a way, that the same distribution could have been ob-
tained via a set of consecutive processes induced by cw la-
sers with the same frequency distribution as in the shaped
pulse. The coherence established among the Franck–Condon
wave packets plays no role for the branching ratio. It is in
this sense, we denote the branching ratio dictated by the
Franck–Condon wave packet the natural branching ratio.
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Previous attempts to rationalize that H+OD is the preferred
channel were also, to some extent, based on the dynamics of
the Franck–Condon wave packet.5,13,15

As in the paper by Engel and Schinke13 we analyze the
dynamics of the Franck–Condon wave packet using the
ssemi-d classical Wigner method.15,17,19–21 The Wigner
method allows us to describe the time evolution of a system
in terms of a swarm of trajectories following an exact sam-
pling of the initial quantum state. Of course, such a descrip-
tion is not always accurate, but previous work13 suggests that
the Wigner approach can give a quite accurate description of
the branching ratio for the reaction in Eq.s1d. Thus, in a
comparison to exact quantal results, it has already been dem-
onstrated that the general trend of the energy-resolvedscor-
responding to a fixed wavelength of lightd branching ratio is
well reproduced by the Wigner method. This comparison did
not, however, allow for a direct evaluation of the accuracy of
the Wigner method since, in addition, a “classical” expres-
sion for the photodissociation cross sections was invoked.13

II. THEORY

A vertical electronic transition can be induced by a laser
d pulse: a replica of the initial nuclear state—times the tran-
sition dipole moment of the electronic transition—is created
in the excited electronic state.16,17 Subsequent nuclear dy-
namics in the excited state is described by the Franck–
Condon wave packet

ufstdl = exps− iĤt/"dufl. s2d

Here ufl=muxl, where uxl is the initial stationary nuclear
state in the electronic ground state,m is the projection of the
electronic transition dipole moment on the polarization vec-

tor of the electric field of the laser, andĤ is the nuclear
Hamiltonian of the excited electronic state.

We consider the two degree of freedom model of HOD13

where bending and overall rotation is neglected. The coordi-
nates associated with the O–H and O–D bond lengthsslocal
modesd are denoted byrOH and rOD, respectively. The asso-
ciated conjugate momenta arepOH and pOD. The Hamil-
tonian is then given by

H =
pOH

2

2mOH
+

pOD
2

2mOD
+

pOHpOD

mO
cosu + VusrOH,rODd, s3d

where the reduced masses aremOH=mHmO/ smH+mOd
=0.9481 amu andmOD=mDmO/ smD+mOd=1.7888 amu, and
u=104.52° is the fixed bending angle.

The product of the wave function for the vibrational
ground state and the transition dipole function can—to a
good approximation—be written as a product of Gaussians
in O–H and O–D. This implies that the Wigner function
takes the form13

GfsrOH,rOD,pOH,pODd =
1

sp"d2 expf− 2aHsrOH − rOH8 d2

− 2aDsrOD − rOD8 d2g 3 expf− pOH
2 /s2"2aHd

− pOD
2 /s2"2aDdg, s4d

where rOH8 =0.97 Å, rOD8 =0.96 Å, aH=67.28 Å−2, and aD

=82.79 Å−2. The Wigner functions for the two bonds are
quite similar, the uncertainty in position/momentum for O–H
is slightly larger/smaller than for O–D. Thus, the standard
deviation of the positions areDrOH=0.061 Å and DrOD

=0.055 Å. Note that the average bond distance for O–H is
0.97 Å whereas it is 0.96 Å for O–D.

In the Wigner method19 the time-evolution of each phase
space point is given by Hamilton’s equations. The potential-
energy surfaceVusrOH,rODd has been calculated byab initio
methods, and an analytical fit has been constructed.22 We
have derived analytical expressions for the derivatives of the
potential. The initial conditions are sampled according to the
Wigner function. We use Gaussian importance sampling. All
the results in the following are based on the sampling and
time evolution of 10 000 trajectories. The branching ratio is
determined by the ratio between the number of trajectories
that end up in each channel. The channels are separated by
the line rOD=rOH. Figure 1sad shows the potential and the
initial probability density in the two bond coordinates corre-
sponding to Eq.s4d.

III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

The branching ratio obtained by exact quantum dynam-
ics has been reported previously:PH=0.76 andPD=0.24,9

i.e., a branching ratioPH/PD=3.17. The result obtained us-
ing the Wigner method isPH=0.73s±0.01d and PD

=0.27s±0.01d swhere the numbers in parenthesis are a rough
estimate of the statistical uncertaintyd. Thus, this result is in
excellent agreement with exact quantum dynamics. Based on
the motion of a swarm of trajectories, we can now address
the question of how to understand/interpret the branching
ratio.

In order to understand how the branching ratio depends
on the initial state, we note that at time zero the Franck–
Condon wave packet sits slightly off the 45° line in the
H–OD channelfsee Fig. 1sadg. Is this asymmetry playing a
role in determining the branching ratio? We have shifted the
position of the initial state such thatrOH8 =rOD8 =0.97 Å. We
find PH=0.73 andPD=0.27, that is, the branching ratio is
unchanged. Similarly, due to the larger uncertainty in the
O–H distance compared to the O–D distance, it is tempting
to conclude that more trajectories start within the H+OD
channel, and that this proposition is an important factor in
explaining that this is the preferred channel.11,13 However,
the number of trajectories that start in each of the two chan-
nels is essentially the same, e.g., 55% of the trajectories are
starting in the H+OD channelswhen the position of the ini-
tial state is shifted such thatrOH8 =rOD8 , exactly the same num-
ber of trajectories start in each channeld.

Secondly, we evaluate the branching ratio when the ini-
tial momentum of all trajectories is set to zero. Previous
attempts to rationalize that H+OD is the preferred channel
were based on qualitative arguments where the initial
momentum is neglected.5,13 In Ref. 5sFig. 14d the regions of
the potential-energy surface which lead to either H+OD or
D+OH were mapped out. This mapping was based on clas-
sical dynamics for trajectories with no initial momentum.
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When the initial state is superimposed on the mapping, it is
clear that H+OD is the preferred channel. However, this
seems not to give a branching ratio of 3, but a much higher
number. Indeed, we findPH=0.96 andPD=0.04. That is, the
branching ratio is 24. Thus, when the initial momentum dis-
tribution is neglected, the branching ratio is severely overes-
timated.

When interpreting the trajectory dynamics we note that
motions along the O–H and O–D bonds are subject to the
same forces, but that the motion along O–H is fastersthe
acceleration is largerd due to the smaller reduced mass. In-
troduction of mass-weighted coordinates simplifies the dis-
cussion of dynamics in the sense that one can “simulate the
actual trajectory by the process of rolling a ball on the

potential-energy surface.”23 This is true because a common
mass is assigned to the motion in the two degrees of freedom
and the momentum coupling is eliminated byskewingthe
two bond distances to one another. However, in the HOD
system the momentum coupling is very weakfleaving out
the third term in Eq.s3d has negligible effect on numerical
resultsg and we can therefore consider the kinetic energy to
be already diagonal. Thus, we introduce the coordinatesx
=smOH/mODd1/2rOH and y=rOD with the conjugate momenta
px=smOD/mOHd1/2pOH and py=pOD. The kinetic energy then
takes the sapproximated form s2mODd−1spx

2+py
2d=smOD/2d

3sẋ2+ ẏ2d. The dividing line between the two channels then
becomesy=smOD/mOHd1/2x. The potential-energy surface in
the mass-weighted coordinates is shown in Fig. 1sbd. Note
the asymmetry of the potential-energy surfacefwith a much
steeper inner wall in thex direction sO–H bondd than in the
y directionsO–D bonddg and that the effective forcefgradient
of the two-dimensionals2Dd potential-energy surfaceg in al-
most the entire “interaction region”—in particular, on the
dividing line—points towards the preferred H+OD channel.
This explains the very large branching ratio obtained when
the initial momentum distribution is neglected.

Next, we evaluate the branching ratio when the initial
uncertainty in position is set to zero. Furthermore, to sim-
plify the discussion, we start all trajectories atrOH8 =rOD8
=0.97 Å. We find nowPH=0.74 andPD=0.26. This result is
in excellent agreement with the exact result and we therefore
conclude that the key feature of the initial state is the mo-
mentum distribution while the initial uncertainty in position
and the slight asymmetry in the center of the Franck–Condon
packet play negligible roles. In other words, the correct
branching ratio is essentially reproduced by running trajec-
tories sampled from the distribution

G̃fsrOH,rOD,pOH,pODd , dsrOH − r8ddsrOD − r8d

3expf− pOH
2 /s2"2aHd

− pOD
2 /s2"2aDdg, s5d

wherer8=0.97 Å.
The relevant dynamics is very fast. Figure 2 shows the

ratio between the number of trajectories in each of the two
channels as a function of timesthe asymptotic value being
the branching ratiod for the two sampling functions, Eqs.s4d
and s5d. The results are very similar—confirming the above

FIG. 1. Panelsad shows the potential-energy surface associated with the first
electronically excited state of water. The probability density of the initial
state is superimposed. The straight line,rOD=rOH, separates the two reaction
channels. Panelsbd: same assad, except that mass-weighted coordinates are
used. Panelscd shows the probability density of the initial momenta. The
straight line,pOD=smOD/mOHdpOH, is the dividing line for initial motion
towards each of the two channels.

FIG. 2. The number of trajectories in the H+OD channel divided by the
number of trajectories in the D+OH channel as a function of time. The solid
line corresponds to the exact sampling using Eq.s4d, whereas the dashed
line corresponds to sampling according to Eq.s5d.
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conclusion—with a small difference at early times due to the
slight asymmetry in the center of the former distribution.

To obtain additional insight we analyze the values of the
initial momenta which lead to H+OD and D+OH, respec-
tively. Note that the dividing line for initial motion towards
each of the two channels isṙOD= ṙOH, which becomespOD

=smOD/mOHdpOH. This is illustrated in Fig. 1scd. Figure 3
shows the initial momenta leading to the two channels, re-
spectively, for the two sampling functions, Eqs.s4d and s5d.
Panelssad and sbd show qualitatively the same, namely,s1d
that trajectories that move initially toward the H+OD chan-
nel end up in that channel ands2d that of the trajectories that
move initially toward the D+OH channel, essentially, only
trajectories with positive momentum along the O–D bond
end up in that channel. Trajectories that move initially to-
ward the D+OH channel with negative momentum along the
O–D bond cross the dividing line to end up in H+OD chan-
nel. In Fig. 4 we show the initial marginal densities in the
two momentum coordinatespOD andpOH decomposed on the
two channels. These are obtained from the data in Fig. 3sad
by integration for each channel overpOD and pOH, respec-
tively. We observe that the overlap between the momentum
distributions for trajectories leading to H+OD is larger than
for the D+OH channel, and the formation of D+OH is, pre-
dominantly, associated with a positive value ofpOD.

A rough estimate of the branching ratio can now be cal-
culated from

PD , E
V

drOHdrODdpOHdpODGf, s6d

where V is the part of phase space defined bypOD

. smOD/mOHdpOH and pOD.0. This gives a branching ratio
of approximately 2, which is just slightly underestimating the
actual branching ratio.

Figure 5 shows four typical trajectories in mass-
weighted coordinates. The trajectory that is reflected on the
inner wall of the potential-energy surface in thex direction
sOH bondd end up in the H+OD channel because it is sub-
ject upon reflection to a force pointing in that direction.

If the trajectories only felt the repulsive forces pointing
directly into one of the channels, we would expect a branch-
ing ratio close to 1. We can test this proposition by shifting
the initial state to the saddle point, i.e.,rOH8 =rOD8 =1.09 Å.

FIG. 3. The initial momentasin the unit amu Å/fsd leading to the two chan-
nels, H+ODs1d and D+OHsjd. In panelsad the exact sampling function
in Eq. s4d is used, whereas sampling according to Eq.s5d is used in panel
sbd.

FIG. 4. Marginal probability densities for the initial momenta associated
with the two channels H+OD and D+OH obtained from the data in Fig.
3sad.

FIG. 5. Four typical trajectories in mass-weighted coordinates. All trajecto-
ries start at the same pointrOH8 =rOD8 =0.97 Å, but with different initial mo-
menta. The initial momentaspx,pyd sin the unit amu Å/fsd are sad 0,0 sbd
0,0.1 scd −0.1,0, andsdd 0,−0.1.
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We getPH=0.58 andPD=0.42. Indeed, the branching ratio is
now 1.38 and less than half of the value for the Franck–
Condon wave packet.

Hence, in a study with a small statistical uncertainty on
the sampling of trajectories, we have shown that the Wigner
method gives an excellent description of the branching ratio
of OH/OD bond breaking in HOD. The branching ratio is
determined by the ultrafast dynamics which takes place
within a few femtoseconds. In other words, the slight asym-
metry in the initial state plays no role, which implies that the
symmetry breakingsbranching ratio different from,1d is
due to the dynamics. Indeed, we found that only trajectories
with an initial momentum pointing towards the D+OH chan-
nel and with a positive momentum along the O–D bond,
actually end up in that channel. Ignoring the initial momen-
tum distribution severely overestimates the branching ratio
while neglecting the initial distribution in bond lengths has
practically no effect. Pictorially speaking, the above findings
can be summarized as follows: The formation of D+OH
arises almost exclusively from initial conditions where OD
stretches faster than OH, including initial conditions where
OD stretches and OH contracts. All other situations lead to
the formation of H+OD. Clearly, the main conclusions can
be extended beyond HOD, to the isotope effect related to the
fragmentation of symmetric molecules on a repulsive sur-
face.

The above analysis was based on the classical motion of
a swarm of trajectories sampled according to a Wigner func-
tion, i.e., aquasiprobabilitydensity in phase space. Finally,
we ask whether we get a similar picture from exact quantum
dynamics when we analyze state vectors in position and mo-
mentum space. We propagate the initial stateufl, until the
two “channel states” can be identified, i.e.,ufstdl
→ ufODstdl+ ufOHstdl, corresponding to the formation of H
+OD and D+OH, respectively. Then, we propagate each
part in this decomposition backwards in time tot=0 and
analyze the probability densities associated with each of
these states neglecting, for the moment, possible interference

terms. Note that the two parts in the decomposition are by
construction orthogonal at all times, i.e.,kfODstd ufOHstdl
=0, but interference terms may show up in the total probabil-
ity densitiesfcf. Eq. s8dg. We observe the following: The
densities in position space, i.e.,ukrOH,rODufODs0dlu2 and
ukrOH,rODufOHs0dlu2 are very similar, whereas the corre-
sponding densities in momentum space are qualitatively dif-
ferent. These findings confirm that it is the initial distribution
of momenta which plays a decisive role for the branching
ratio. In order to make the analysis more quantitative we
show in Fig. 6 the marginal probability densities in the mo-
menta for the two initial channel states,

f ispOHd =E
−`

`

ukpOH,pODufis0dlu2dpOD,

f ispODd =E
−`

`

ukpOH,pODufis0dlu2dpOH, s7d

where i =OH or OD. Comparing panelssad and sbd, we ob-
serve that in the initial state leading to D+OH, the distribu-
tion of momenta associated with the two bonds is quite dif-
ferent and dominated by positive momenta along the OD
bond, in agreement with the previous resultsscf. Fig. 4d.

The results associated with state vectors should, how-
ever, be interpreted with some caution due to the presence of
interference terms between the two parts in the decomposi-
tion of the initial state. Thus, sinceufl= ufODs0dl+ ufOHs0dl,
the probability density associated with the initial state is

ukpOH,pODuflu2 = ukpOH,pODufODs0dlu2

+ ukpOH,pODufOHs0dlu2 + interference.

s8d

Figure 6 shows that the interference terms are nonnegligible
and they contain some oscillating positive and negative con-
tributions, reminiscent of the undulations in the quantum
densities. Note that the three terms in Eq.s8d, of course, add
up to the Gaussian momentum distributionsfsee Eq.s4dg
associated with the initial state.
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